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Abstract
Coastal states increasingly recognise the need to consider the interplay between different exploitation and use activities and their effects on the marine environment. Some states have adopted programmes to establish “integrated ocean policies” which aim at promoting a coordinated governance of the different activities and interests related to the seas. This article describes the hurdles and challenges the European Union faces in developing and implementing its “Integrated Maritime Policy”, particularly focusing on its most developed branch, the “Marine Strategy Framework Directive”. By providing a detailed insight into this supranational ocean management framework, including an elucidation of its strengths and weaknesses, this analysis will contribute to the worldwide legal discourse on integrated ocean policies.
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Introduction

Throughout the last decades, various international conventions, national programmes and scientific reports have highlighted the need to consider the

* The authors would like to thank Anna-Maria Hubert and Marja Helena Hinkelmann. Errors remain the entire responsibility of the authors.
interplay between different exploitation and use activities and their effects on
the marine environment.\(^1\) In response, governments from all over the world
have increasingly adopted programmes to establish “integrated ocean policies”.\(^2\)
In the 1990s, Brazil launched its National Maritime Policy; Australia and
Canada followed. In the new millennium, Japan introduced its Basic Act on
Ocean Policy, Norway presented a Maritime Strategy, and in the USA a Com-
mittee on Oceans Policy was established to look at these questions. New Zea-
land is also in the process of adopting an “Ocean Policy”.\(^3\) The underlying
rationale of all of these initiatives is that use and conservation conflicts in the
seas cannot be solved by sector-by-sector approaches; rather, the new approach
is to adopt holistic policies that allow for a comprehensive and coordinated
governance of the different activities and interests related to the seas.\(^4\)

The European Union (EU or the Community) follows this international
trend towards a more integrated approach to ocean governance with its develop-
ment of an “Integrated Maritime Policy” (IMP). This article aims at explain-
ing integration efforts under the EU’s IMP, focusing on its most developed
branch, the European Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), which
constitutes the environmental pillar of its new integrated policy. This submis-

---

\(^1\) See, e.g., Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 and Section IV of the Johannesburg Plan of Implement-
tion of the World Summit on Sustainable Development by the United Nations Conference
21text.htm>; Art. 10 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) emphasises the signifi-
cance of biological biodiversity; several meetings of the Conference of the Parties specified this
provision in terms of marine and coastal biodiversity, available at: <http://www.cbd.int/
conference/>; L. Juda, ‘The European Union and Ocean Use Management: The Marine Strategy
D. Caron and H. Schreiber, ‘Bringing New Law to the Ocean Waters’, in D. Caron and
H. Schreiber (eds.) Bringing New Law to the Ocean Waters (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Lei-
den, 2004) 3–27. For a classic text on this topic, see, A. Underdahl, ‘Integrated Marine Policy:

\(^2\) L. Juda, ‘Changing National Approaches to Ocean Governance’ (2003) 34 Ocean Develop-
ment & International Law 161–187.

\(^3\) Reports on national policies of Brazil, Australia, Canada, Japan, Norway, USA and New
Zealand are available at: <http://ioc3.unesco.org/abelos/>; J. Vince and M. Haward, ‘New

\(^4\) Recently the European Commission has characterised some of these new policy frameworks
by stating that “they have all decided to develop an overall policy that allows a comprehensive,
coordinated approach, ensuring sustainable development of the different sea resources and
activities”, Commission of the European Communities (EC), Communication from the Com-
mmission to the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions: Guidelines for an Integrated Approach to Maritime Policy—
Towards best practice in integrated maritime governance and stakeholder consultation, COM(2008)
395 final, Brussels, 26 June 2008 at 5.
sion also describes the challenges faced by the EU and its Member States in developing their integrated ocean policy and the difficulties encountered in implementing these measures.

The EU’s Need for an Integrated Approach to Ocean Policies

At present, legislation at the international, EU and national levels appear to be unequipped to resolve use and conservation conflicts in EU waters. First, substantial knowledge gaps exist regarding the condition of the seas and the effects of anthropogenic pressures. Monitoring and evaluation programmes are regarded as incomprehensive and uncoordinated. Second, existing regimes governing marine environmental conservation can be characterized by gaps in the rules and a lack of overall coordination. Although the Community and Member States have some rules in place that contribute to the protection of the marine environment, e.g., by restricting and minimizing specific inputs, such measures mostly target very specific problems in certain sectors or policy areas and do not specifically aim at marine environmental conservation. Pressures from underlying sectoral groups and interests mean that marine environmental protection objectives are chronically neglected.

---

5 See definition of “marine waters” in Art. 3(1) of the MSFD.
measures adopted under the Common Agricultural Policy and the Common Fisheries Policy primarily aim at guaranteeing and stabilizing production and not at protecting marine ecosystems.\(^{10}\) The third reason why EU and national laws are ineffectual in resolving use and conservation conflicts in EU waters is that there is a lack of coordination between Community and international measures.\(^{11}\) For instance, existing marine protected areas (MPAs) in the North and Baltic Seas, which were adopted under international agreements and national legislation, are currently deemed to be largely incoherent or incomprehensive.\(^{12}\)

There has also been lack of coordination at the national level. Coastal nations increasingly develop spatial and sectoral planning instruments for their territorial seas and exclusive economic zones (EEZs). However, most of these instruments have not been coordinated with the actions taken by neighbouring states. Questions also arise regarding whether existing spatial and sectoral planning instruments, which were primarily designed to address land-based problems, really offer adequate solutions to the use and conservation conflicts at sea.\(^{13}\) Fourth, another problem seems to be that conservation measures are significantly restricted in scope and grant a very limited level of protection to the marine environment.\(^{14}\) Finally, regulations concerning non-material inputs and their environmental impacts (e.g., thermal, electromagnetic, light or sound) are non-systematic and yet deficient.\(^{15}\) In sum, the law governing marine use and conservation issues in EU waters currently lacks a master plan for balancing and coordinating environmental protection and other uses.


\(^{14}\) R. Wolf, op. cit., supra note 7 at 137.

The MSFD in the Broader Context of the EU’s Maritime and Fresh Water Policy

The EU is currently in the process of developing its IMP. The IMP is described in the Green Paper entitled “Towards a Future Maritime Policy for the Union: a European Vision for the Oceans and Seas”, which was presented by the European Commission on 7 June 2006. The Green Paper advances the idea that all activities significant for the seas should be subjected to a cross-sectoral management. It calls for an effective coordination and integration of marine policy areas at all levels. Following a one-year consultation period, the Green Paper was followed by the Bluebook, which proposed certain goals, such as sustainable development of economic growth, employment and marine environmental conservation. The Bluebook is supplemented by an action plan that sets out additional Community measures to promote an integrated marine policy, including establishing the “European Maritime Days”, the creation of a roadmap for developing marine spatial planning, etc.

The IMP incorporates the MSFD as its “environmental pillar”. However, it is important to note that the structure and legal status of the MSFD is quite different from that of the IMP. While the MSFD is a binding directive, the IMP at this stage merely constitutes a bundle of declarations of intentions and

---

17 See COM(2002) 539 final at 3 et seq.
administrative actions. Both measures also emphasise different policy objectives. The main reasons for these differences are that a) the MSFD is simply older than the IMP and b) that the development of the MSFD was assigned to the European Commission’s Directorate General of the Environment, whereas the IMP was assigned to the Directorate General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (DG MARE). While the latter’s focus is primarily on promoting the marine economic sector in reviving the Lisbon Strategy, the DG Environment concentrates on environmental protection.\textsuperscript{21} In order to avoid contradictory policies between the MSFD and IMP, the Commission established a “Steering Group of Commissioners”, a “Maritime Interservice Policy Group”, and a “Member States Expert Group”. These committees promote the development of joint and coherent decision-making, monitor the day-to-day progress of the IMP and enhance information exchange between national public servants.\textsuperscript{22}

To better understand the MSFD’s development and content one must look to the Community’s fresh water policy, which has undergone developments similar to the EU’s ocean policies and has significantly influenced the shape and structure of MSFD measures.\textsuperscript{23} The EU’s water policy began in the early 1970s as sectoral regulations, which mainly addressed fresh water-related issues. By the end of the 1980s, the Community had adopted over 30 relevant directives.\textsuperscript{24} However, water policy at this time lacked consistency due to compartmentalized organisation and a missing comprehensive legal framework. In 2000, the Water Framework Directive (WFD) was adopted as a new approach to water policy. It aimed at overcoming the patchwork of laws and integrating the existing regulations.\textsuperscript{25} For the first time under the Community’s environmental policy, legislation aimed at protecting (fresh) water as a

\textsuperscript{22} SEC (2009) 1343 final at 5.
\textsuperscript{23} For example, the concept of “good environmental status” under the MSFD is quite similar to the concept of “good surface water status”, “good groundwater status”, and “good ecological status” of the Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for the Community action in the field of water policy, OJ L 327, 22.12.2000; see also Juda, \textit{op. cit.}, supra note 20 at 37.
\textsuperscript{24} F. Barth, ‘Die neue Wasserrahmenrichtlinie der Europäischen Union—Chance oder bürokratisches Hemmnis für die Europäische Wasserpolitik?’ (1997) 49 (5) \textit{Wasser und Boden} 7–9.
whole, thus promoting an ecological approach.26 In practice, the content of water policy measures, particularly the WFD, is also highly relevant to the implementation and interpretation of the MSFD.27 The WDF and MSFD share a close connection in terms of content, objectives and regulatory design, and together they aim to manage ecosystems that are highly interdependent. Given this context, the MSFD may eventually be seen as the next step towards ecosystem-oriented management of the Community’s water resources.


Formation

In November 2002, as a part of the Community’s 6th Environmental Action Programme,28 the Commission published the Communication “Towards a strategy to protect the marine environment”.29 In the Communication, the Commission analyses the present condition of the marine environment, the status and development of relevant sectors, and existing relevant political and legal measures under Community law. In March 2003, the European Council of Ministers expressly asked the Commission to present a “Thematic Strategy for the protection of the marine environment” by May 2005 at the latest.30 At the same time, an extensive public consultation process took place through the establishment of working groups to deal with topics such as “targets”, the “ecosystem approach”, “monitoring” and “dangerous substances”. Conferences in Køge (4–6 December 2002) and Rotterdam (11–12 November 2004), as well as extensive consultations, were held. Questions of coordination and cooperation between the future Marine Strategy and regional instruments and institutions were discussed at the international level, especially between the Commission and the secretariats of regional conventions (e.g.,

---

26 The geographical scope of the WFD will be explained in more detail below.
27 See, e.g., below on “geographical and substantial scope”.
30 Council Conclusion—Towards a Thematic Strategy to Protect and Conserve the Marine Environment, 4 March 2003, Doc. No. 7164/03 at 3–4.
Based on these efforts, the Council issued final instructions to the Commission regarding the content of the strategy. The Council requested that the Commission specifically consider eco-systematic, socio-economic and regional aspects as well as to keep in mind existing Community law on the protection of the marine environment.

On 24 November 2005, the Commission published its “Thematic Strategy on the Protection and the conservation of the marine environment”. This strategy consisted of a central Communication by the Commission, an impact assessment and a first draft of the directive’s proposal for a Marine Strategy Framework Directive. Statements and Communications were provided by the European Economic and Social Committee, the Council of the Regions, the Council, the European Parliament (over 80 amendments after

38 Council of the European Union, 2757th Council Meeting, Environment, Luxembourg,
the first reading, 63 after the second)\textsuperscript{39} and the Commission.\textsuperscript{40} On 17 June 2008 the European Parliament and the Council finally adopted the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.

**Position in the EU’s System of Marine Environmental Law**

The MSFD’s main goal is to establish a framework within which the “Member States shall take the necessary measures to achieve or maintain good environmental status in the marine environment by the year 2020 at the latest”.\textsuperscript{41} Regarding existing Community and Member State legislation on the protection of the marine environment, the MSFD only states that it “shall contribute to coherence between […] the different policies, agreements and legislative measures which have an impact on the marine environment”.\textsuperscript{42} In addition, the MSFD aims at “ensur[ing] the integration of environmental concerns”.\textsuperscript{43} It also states that to achieve its goals, a “transparent and coherent legislative framework is required” and that this judicial framework in turn should provide an “overall framework for action” that “enable[s] the action taken to be coordinated, consistent and properly integrated” with “action under other Community legislation and international agreements”.\textsuperscript{44} Therefore, the MSFD is not an extensive codification of existing marine protection regulations, nor

\textsuperscript{26} 23 October 2006, 13989/06 (Presse 287) at 18 et seq.; Council of the European Union, 2773rd Council Meeting, Environment, Brussels, 18 December 2006, 16164/06 (Presse 349) at 7; Council of the European Union, 2816th Council meeting, General Affairs and External Relations, Brussels, 23 July 2007, 11911/07 (Presse 170) at 17; Council of the European Union, 2866th Council Meeting, Economic and Financial Affairs, 8850/08 (Presse 113) at 34.


\textsuperscript{41} MSFD, Art. 1(1).

\textsuperscript{42} MSFD, Art. 1(4).

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{44} MSFD, Recital 9.
does it instantaneously modify any existing laws or impose any comprehensive obligations on the Member States. Its regulatory ambition remains highly restricted, and can be understood as a supplementary Community legal framework within which existing and future Community and Member State conservation measures are to be developed and enhanced.

Purpose and Basic Structure

The MSFD requires Member States to take the necessary measures “to achieve or maintain good environmental status in the marine environment by the year 2020 at the latest”. Member States are required to develop and implement marine strategies to protect and preserve the marine environment, prevent its deterioration or, where practicable, restore marine ecosystems. The strategies shall also be developed to prevent and reduce inputs in the marine environment, with a view to phasing out pollution so as to ensure that there are no significant impacts on or risks to marine biodiversity. National marine strategies must apply an ecosystem-based approach to the management of human activities and coordinate such efforts at the regional or sub-regional levels. The Community’s role in this process is limited to guiding the strategic development that takes place at the national level by providing a temporal, procedural and substantive framework. The MSFD only assigns coordinative and (somewhat restricted) controlling competences to the Commission.

Member States have to take six procedural steps according to an “action plan”, which is further subdivided into two phases: a) preparation and b) establishing programmes of measures. The preparation is comprised of four procedural steps:

- Initial assessment of the current environmental status in accordance with Article 8 of the MSFD (by 15 July 2012)

---

45 See particularly restrictions in Arts. 13(5), 14(1) to (4) and 15(1) to (2) of the MSFD.
46 See Recital 11 of the MSFD: “Each Member State should therefore develop a marine strategy for its marine waters which, while being specific to its own waters, reflects the overall perspective of the marine region […] concerned.”
47 MSFD, Art. 1(1).
48 According to Art. 1(2)(a) of the MSFD.
49 According to Art. 1(2)(b) of the MSFD.
50 MSFD, Art. 1(3).
51 MSFD, Art. 5(1) to (2) and Art. 6.
52 See also caveat in Recital 43 of the MSFD.
53 MSFD, Art. 5(2).
• Determination of good environmental status in accordance with Article 9 of the MSFD (by 15 July 2012)
• Establishment of a series of environmental targets and associated indicators, in accordance with Article 10(1) of the MSFD (by 15 July 2012)
• Establishment and implementation of a monitoring programme for ongoing assessment and regular updating of targets, in accordance with Article 11(1) of the MSFD (by 15 July 2014).

Setting up programmes of measures is comprised of two procedural steps:

• Development of a programme of measures designed to achieve or maintain good environmental status, in accordance with Article 13(1) to (3) of the MSFD (by 2015)
• Entry into operation of the programme in accordance with Article 13(10) of the MSFD (by 2016).

Where the status of the sea in a marine region is “so critical as to necessitate urgent action”, Member States shall devise a plan of action, which includes an earlier entry into operation of programmes of measures, as well as possible stricter protective measures. The provision on the development of the marine strategies in the MSFD is followed by a number of rules on exceptions, coordination and reporting obligations, public consultations and information, and the updating of national strategies. Finally, the MSFD establishes provisions on the adaptation of the Annexes of the MSFD (every six years), as well as provisions for the regulation of methodological standards and technical formats for applying the Annexes. The Annexes, for example, comprise: qualitative descriptors for determining good environmental status (Annex I), indicative lists of characteristics, pressures and impacts on marine waters (Annex III), as well as an indicative list of characteristics to be taken into account for setting environmental targets (Annex IV).

---

54 The meaning of the phrase ‘where the status of the sea is so critical as to necessitate urgent actions’ must be interpreted in the light of the initial assessment and the definition of ‘good environmental status’ under Arts. 3(5), 8, and 9 MSFD, as well as in the light of the interpretation of Art. 14(1) to (4) MSFD, particularly the terms “significant risk” under Art. 14(4) MSFD, see below.
55 MSFD, Art. 5(3).
56 MSFD, Art. 14.
57 MSFD, Arts. 15 and 16.
58 MSFD, Arts. 18, 20 and 21.
59 MSFD, Arts. 17 and 24(1).
60 MSFD, Art. 24(2).
Geographical and Substantive Scope

The wording of the MSFD does not explicitly reveal its geographical and substantive scope, and this leads to questions regarding the definition and scope of its rules, particularly in relation to other existing (secondary) Community laws. According to Article 2(1), the MSFD applies to “to all marine waters as defined in Article 3(1)”. Article 3(1)(a) and (b) of the MSFD defines marine waters as a) “waters, the seabed and subsoil on the seaward side of the baseline from which the extent of territorial waters is measured extending to the outermost reach of the area where a Member State has and/or exercises jurisdictional rights, in accordance with the UNCLOS” and b) “coastal waters as defined by Directive 2000/60/EC, […], in so far as particular aspects of the environmental status of the marine environment are not already addressed through that Directive or other Community legislation”. Thus, in principle, the MSFD applies to the territorial waters, EEZs and adjacent continental shelf (if relevant) of Member States. It also applies to their coastal waters within the meaning of Article 2(7) of the WFD to the extent that they are not subject to regulation by the WFD or other regulations. Article 2(7) of the WFD defines “coastal waters” as “surface waters on the landward side of a line, every point of which is at a distance of one nautical mile on the seaward side from the nearest point of the baseline from which the breadth of territorial waters is measured […].” For example, Arts. 1 and 2(1) and (7) of the WFD extend the WFD’s general geographical scope to the “one nautical mile zone” as well as the entire territorial sea in respect of the chemical status.

---

61 Italics have been inserted by the authors: See Art. 3(1)(a) and (b) of the MSFD. The MSFD does not apply either to the waters of neighbouring countries and sovereign territories listed in Annex II of the treaty nor in the French overseas departments and administrative units, see Art. 3(1)(a) MSFD.


63 Art. 2(1) WFD states that “surface water means inland waters, except groundwater; transitional waters and coastal waters, except in respect of chemical status for which it shall also include territorial waters.” Italics have been inserted by the authors. According to the Commission, the MSFD should also have been applicable to the transitional waters of the WFD, see COM(2007) 456 final at 10.
Article 2(1) of the MSFD declares that the MSFD takes a transboundary approach, which means that its territorial scope considers areas beyond Community waters: “[t]his Directive shall apply to all marine waters as defined in Article 3(1), and shall take account of the transboundary effects on the quality of the marine environment of third States in the same marine region or sub-region”. Of course, this does not imply an extraterritorial extension of the MSFD’s territorial scope. Article 2(1) of the MSFD simply indicates that the Directive shall “take account” of the transboundary effects on the marine environment of third States. Accordingly, Member States are obliged to coordinate and collaborate within the Community as well as (trans-) regionally when compiling their marine strategies (in particular, by including Russia).65

In addition to these procedural coordination duties, the MSFD obliges the Member States to “consider the implications of their programmes of measures on waters beyond their marine waters in order to minimise the risk of damage to, and if possible have a positive impact on, those waters”.66 Taking into account the general duties under UNCLOS,67 this provision requires that Member States ensure at a minimum that they do not cause damage or threats of damage, or transfer damage to areas in the high seas.68

Although some topics have been expressly excluded from the MSFD, the wording of the policy does not clearly indicate its substantive scope. One might argue that the scope is determined by the MFSD’s regulatory purpose, which is to oblige the Member States to develop and implement strategies that enable them to achieve good environmental status by 2020. The policy does not aim at a comprehensive joint codification of existing measures for the protection of the marine environment, nor does it attempt to alter them. Accordingly, the Member States must take into account relevant Community law when designing their programmes of measures.69 Where these programmes include spatial protection measures, legislation must adequately cover those areas identified under measures such as the Habitats Directive or the Birds Directive, as well as any relevant international agreements.70

The MSFD also expressly excludes a number of areas from its substantive scope. It does not apply to “activities the sole purpose of which is defence or

65 See MSFD Art. 5(2), Art. 6(1) and (2), Art. 3(9), Recitals 13 and 20. Although the MSFD is in general not applicable in Member States without marine waters, they shall, nonetheless, be integrated in coordination where appropriate. See Recital 15 and Art. 6(2) of the MSFD.
66 MSFD, Art. 13(8).
68 MSFD, Recital 17.
69 MSFD, Art. 13(2).
70 MSFD, Art. 13(4) and (5).
national security”. Furthermore, measures regulating fisheries management can only be taken in the context of the Common Fisheries Policy. In addition, the Directive does also not address the regulation of discharges and emissions resulting from the use of radioactive material, which falls within the sphere of Articles 30 and 31 of EURATOM.

The hierarchy of norms and the competences set out in Community law suggests that the existing rules from areas such as agricultural policy or sea traffic may not be modified by the Member States’ programmes. This is reflected in the MSFD’s Articles 15(1) and (2): “Where a Member State identifies an issue which has an impact on the environmental status of its marine waters […] linked to another Community policy or international agreement, it shall inform the Commission accordingly and provide a justification to substantiate its view.” The Commission “reflects” the Member States’ notification and recommendation under Article 15(2) “as appropriate” when presenting related proposals to the European Parliament or the Council.

The following sections will examine more closely the different procedural steps and legal requirements that address the action plan’s development and implementation.

**The Initial Assessment**

Member States are to make an initial assessment of their marine waters in respect of each marine region or sub-region by 15 July 2012. The marine regions are defined in the MSFD as the Baltic Sea, the North-east Atlantic

---

71 MSFD, Art. 2(2), Art. 13(4) and (5).
72 MSFD, Recital 39. In relation to the Fisheries Policy, a contradiction seems to arise. Member States ought to consider fish populations in determining the good environmental status according to Annex I No. 3. On a subordinate level of measures, this contradiction remains insignificant against the background of Art. 15(1) and (2), as well as Recital 39. On the generally existing conflict of jurisdiction between fisheries policy and environmental policy, see T. Markus, op. cit., supra note 9 at 51–64.
73 MSFD, Recital 39.
75 Agricultural policy is generally based on Art. 43 of the TFEU rules concerning sea traffic on the basis of Art. 100 Par. 2, see Proelß, op. cit., supra note 7 at 351 et seq.
76 MSFD, Art. 15(2); see also Art. 13(5) MSFD.
77 MSFD, Art. 5(1) and (8).
Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea.\(^{78}\) In executing their obligations, the Member States must take due account of the fact that their marine waters form an integral part of these regions by considering the diverse conditions, problems and needs of these areas.\(^{79}\) In order to take into account the specificities of a particular area, the Member States can choose to implement the Directive by reference to subdivisions at the appropriate level of the marine waters referred to in Article 4(1) and (2) of the MSFD.\(^{80}\) The initial assessment also involves determining whether a further subdivision is useful for ecological, biological, morphological, or utilization-oriented or spatial planning reasons.\(^{81}\)

The initial assessment must provide an analysis of the essential features, characteristics, and the current environmental status of the waters in question. In addition, it should include an investigation of the predominant pressures and impacts, including any human activity, as well as an economic and social analysis of the use of those waters.\(^{82}\) The analysis of essential features and characteristics, as well as the current environmental status, of the waters must take account of the definition of the “environmental status” in Article 3(4) of the MSFD and the indicative lists in Annex III Table 1 MSFD. “‘Environmental status’ means the overall state of the environment in marine waters, taking into account the structure, function and processes of the constituent marine ecosystems together with natural physiographic, geographic, biological, geological and climatic factors, as well as physical, acoustic and chemical conditions, including those resulting from human activities inside or outside the area concerned.” The analysis must also be based on the indicative lists of elements set out in Annex III Table 1, which mention physical, chemical, biological and other features.

The review of the predominant pressures and impacts should be based on the indicative lists set out in Annex III Table 2, and cover the qualitative and quantitative mix of the various pressures, as well as any discernible trends. Furthermore, there must be an examination of the main cumulative and synergetic effects and any relevant assessments that have been made under

---

\(^{78}\) MSFD, Art. 4(1).

\(^{79}\) MSFD, Recital 10.

\(^{80}\) MSFD, Art. 4(2).

\(^{81}\) See, e.g., Analyse des Bundesamts für Seeschifffart und Hydrographie, Umweltbericht zum Raumordnungsplan für die Ausschließliche Wirtschaftszone (AWZ) der Nordsee (Ostsee), available at: <www.bsh.de/de/Meeresnutzung/Raumordnung_in_der_AWZ/index.jsp>.

\(^{82}\) MSFD, Art. 8(1)(a,b and c).
existing Community legislation. Annex III Table 2 lists 18 different pressures and impacts of a physical, chemical, hydrological and acoustic nature.83

The Member States are then required to draw up an economic and social analysis of the distinctive use of the waters and the costs of deterioration of the marine environment. The MSFD does not provide illustrative or indicative lists to facilitate this. However, the Commission and the European Environmental Agency have substantial experience with such analyses and methodical knowledge; data and preparatory work from various “impact assessments” in the fisheries or environmental area can be made available to the Member States if requested.84

Both from a practical and logical perspective, selecting or developing uniform evaluation criteria and methods precede the initial assessment. These criteria constitute the basis (or “epistemic frame”) of the assessment of the current environmental status within the meaning of Article 8(1)(a) of the MSFD. The criteria, which are based on the initial assessment, are also essential for determining good environmental status under Article 9(1) of the MSFD.85 The selection or development of methods for the initial assessment should therefore consider the requirements of Article 9 of the MSFD, which contains a list of Descriptors in Annex I. At present, the Member States develop assessment criteria and methods for the initial assessment, as well as for the description of good environmental status. This is done partly in cooperation with each other, and partly with institutions like the Joint Research Centre, the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) and OSPAR.86 However, it must be noted that information on marine water and scientific knowledge about assessment criteria currently differ significantly between Member States.

The MSFD also deals with the problem of reviewing the consistency of the initial assessment criteria.87 The appraisals should take into account the “relevant provisions of existing Community legislation, in particular Directive 2000/60/EC” for coastal, transitional and territorial waters. Additional mea-

---

83 MSFD, Art. 8(1)(b).
85 See also Recital 1 and Annex Part A No. 9 of Draft Commission Decision “of . . . 2010 on criteria and methodological standards on good environmental status of marine waters”, D009576/02, not officially published yet.
86 More on that in the next subparagraph.
87 MSFD, Art. 8(2) and (3).
sures, such as the Nitrate Directive,\textsuperscript{88} Sewage Directive,\textsuperscript{89} Bathing Water Directive\textsuperscript{90} and Habitats Directive\textsuperscript{91} will also be important in this respect. The coordination measures set out in Articles 5 and 6 of the MSFD will also promote the application of coherent evaluation methods within the entire marine region or sub-region.\textsuperscript{92} Although the MSFD provides some guidance in this area, Member States are confronted with enormous challenges in finding consistent assessment criteria.\textsuperscript{93} For example, the WFD primarily takes into account biological components for its status analysis; the MSFD lists biological and other components, and thus is broader in scope than the WFD.\textsuperscript{94} Moreover, the MSFD requires an analysis of distinct anthropogenic pressures and impacts.\textsuperscript{95} The WFD groups the ecological status of surface waters into five classes, while the MSFD only refers to two classes.\textsuperscript{96} Such differences must be considered when assessing the status of coastal waters, where there is an overlap in the scope of the MSFD and the WFD.\textsuperscript{97} Eventually, a methodological approach is to be created that guarantees that methods and assessment criteria under the MSFD meet the requirements of the WFD and other relevant Directives.\textsuperscript{98}

\textit{Determining the Good Environmental Status}

The pivotal aim of the MSFD is that the Member States achieve good environmental status as defined in its Article 3(5). According to Article 9(1) of the MSFD, Member States shall describe “a set of characteristics for good environmental status” for their marine regions by reference to the initial assessment. This description should be based on the “qualitative descriptors listed


\textsuperscript{92} MSFD, Art. 8(2) and (3).


\textsuperscript{94} MSFD, Annex III, Table 1.

\textsuperscript{95} MSFD, Annex III, Table 2.

\textsuperscript{96} The MSFD only refers to the environmental status and the good environmental status.

\textsuperscript{97} See above under ‘territorial and substantial scope’.

\textsuperscript{98} As required by Art. 8(2) and (3) of the MSFD.
in Annex I“ and consider the indicative lists in Annex III Table 1, as well as the pressures and impacts of human action mentioned in Annex III Table 2. Article 3(5) of the MSFD puts forward a highly ambitious definition of “good environmental status”:

[The environmental status of marine waters where these provide ecologically diverse and dynamic oceans and seas which are clean, healthy and productive within their intrinsic conditions, and the use of the marine environment is at a level that is sustainable, thus safeguarding the potential for uses and activities by current and future generations.]

This definition is complemented by additional criteria that require, e.g., that ecosystems “function fully“ and that anthropogenic inputs “do not cause pollution effects“.99 In the end, however, the content of the words “good environmental status” will be determined by the Member States themselves, based on the somewhat unclear descriptors set out in Annex I. The MSFD provides further guidance on this issue by requiring the Member States to apply an ecosystem approach.100 According to Article 1(3) of the MSFD, the purpose of the ecosystem approach is to

ensur[e] that the collective pressure of such activities is kept within levels compatible with the achievement of good environmental status and that the capacity of marine ecosystems to respond to human-induced changes is not compromised, while enabling the sustainable use of marine goods and services by present and future generations.

To ensure coherence, consistency and comparability, the criteria and methodological standards for determining good environmental status are to be harmonised in accordance with the so-called Comitology procedures (regulatory procedure).101 In late May 2010, the Commission proposed the “Decision on criteria and methodological standards on good environmental status of marine waters”.102 The Decision specifies the criteria for assessing the extent to which good environmental status is being achieved in relation to each descriptor listed in Annex I of the MSFD. Explanations and definitions are based on assessments by task groups set up by ICES and the Joint Research Centre, as

99 See Art. 3(5)(a) and (b) of the MSFD.
100 MSFD, Art. 3(5) subparagraph 2.
101 MSFD, Art. 9(3) and Art. 25(3).
well as consultations with the secretariats of regional seas conventions. Although the Decision clarifies most of the descriptors for good environmental status, the Commission also notes that there is “substantial need to develop additional scientific understanding” for others. In principle, Member States are required to consider each of the criteria and related indicators listed in the Commission Decision’s Annex, “in order to identify those which are to be used to determine good environmental status”. If, on the basis of the initial assessment, it is their view that it is not appropriate to use one or more of these criteria, they are required to provide a justification to the Commission. Three of these descriptors will be explained in greater detail below in order to provide examples of the approach under the Commission Decision, as well as to highlight some problems associated with it.

Descriptor 1 of Annex I of the MSFD requires that

[b]iological diversity is maintained. The quality and occurrence of habitats and the distribution and abundance of species are in line with prevailing physiographic, geographic and climatic conditions.

The Draft Commission Decision states that an assessment is required at several ecological levels, i.e., species, habitats and ecosystems. The species assessment should consider species distribution (range, pattern, area covered), population size (abundance and/or biomass) and population condition (demographic characteristics or genetic structure). The habitat assessment should take into account habitat distribution (range, pattern), extent (area, volume, where relevant), and condition (typical species and communities, relative abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate, as well as physical, hydrological and chemical conditions). The ecosystem analysis includes an assessment of the ecosystem structure (i.e., composition and relative proportion of


104 Draft Commission Decision, Recital 3.


ecosystem components for both habitats and species). Eventually, these criteria will provide a broad framework for the assessment of ecosystems. Methodologies and characteristics of species, habitats and ecosystems are to be determined by the Member States.

Descriptor 3 of Annex I of the MSFD requires that “[p]opulations of all commercially exploited fish and shellfish are within safe biological limits, exhibiting a population age and size distribution that is indicative of a healthy stock”. The Commission Decision refers to three important indicators of the health of the population: fishing pressure, reproduction capacity of fish stocks, and population age and size distribution. Fishing pressure is to be determined by two additional indicators: fishing mortality and catch/biomass ratio. Fishing mortality is defined in the Draft Decision, which states that “achieving good environmental status requires F values [(mortality rate)] are equal or lower than F-MSY, the level capable of producing Maximum Sustainable Yield”—and an even lower mortality for mixed fisheries. Where information on fishing mortality rates is not available, the catch/biomass ratio yielding MSY can be taken as an indicative reference. “The value for the indicator that reflects F-MSY needs to be determined by scientific judgment [...]” Alternatively, Member States may base their assessment on the reproductive capacity of stocks or population age and size distribution. While the primary indicator for the reproductive capacity is the spawning stock biomass “that would achieve MSY under a fishing mortality equal to F-MSY”, the secondary indicator, i.e., the “biomass index” requires that there is a “high probability that the [respective] stock will be able to replenish itself under the existing exploitation conditions”. The final criteria for an indicator, i.e., “population age and size distribution”, are basically built on the idea that “healthy stocks” are characterized by high survival of old, large individuals (proportion of large fish, mean maximum length, 95 percentile of the fish length distribution observed in research vessel surveys, size at first sexual maturity). The criteria with respect to fish stocks are quite specific and appear to be very complex and difficult to implement. In certain instances, the implementation process may be hindered by the fact that there are insufficient data available to apply them. For example, in 2007 only 29 of 126 Total Allowable Catches (TACs) set under the Common Fisheries Policy were based on full scientific assessment.

Descriptor 2 of Annex I of the MSFD is concerned with the introduction of energy, including underwater noise. It requires that the introduction is at levels “that do not adversely affect the marine environment”. The Commis-

---

107 See also, Markus, op. cit., supra note 10.
sion explains that additional scientific and technical progress is required to support the development of the criteria related to this descriptor in order to determine the “impact on marine life”. At present, the “main orientations for the measurement of underwater noise have been identified as a first priority in relation to assessment and monitoring.” Accordingly, Member States are required to assess and monitor different sounds based on criteria with respect to distribution in time and place, which are set out in the Draft Decision.109

These three examples show that some of the criteria remain unclear (e.g., energy and sound), while others are more clear but quite general (e.g., biodiversity), and others are specific but appear to be very complex and difficult to implement (e.g., fish stocks).110 The Commission’s Draft Decision offers Member States alternative criteria, as well as the possibility to “opt-out” of certain criteria where these are deemed inappropriate based on initial assessment and provided that justification is given to the Commission. Given the differences in ecosystems throughout the EU, as well as the complexity of some of the criteria (e.g., fish), this flexible approach seems appropriate. On the other hand, descriptors must be comparable. For implementation purposes, even where the criteria are relatively precise for certain descriptors, there may be insufficient data available to apply them. The MSFD and Draft Commission Decision both note these challenges and propose that an adaptive management strategy be used to circumvent this problem.111 The Commission also emphasizes the need to develop scientific knowledge about the functioning of the oceans.112 On the whole, the Member States appear to have a large amount of discretion in determining good environmental status. This discretion provides room for political value judgments.113 Eventually, success will thus depend on how the Member States value the marine environment,

110 See also Markus, op. cit., supra note 10.
111 See particularly Art. 12 of the MSFD.
such as which pressures and risks they will deem acceptable, and whether they will be able to implement and apply the chosen criteria.

*Determining Environmental Goals*

The Member States are to establish a comprehensive set of environmental targets and associated indicators for their marine waters for each marine region by 15 July 2012, in order to guide progress towards achieving good environmental status. These should take into account existing environmental targets at the national, Community or international levels, as well as the indicative lists set out in Table 2 of Annex III and the characteristics listed in Annex IV. Annex VI is particularly useful as it specifies these obligations and makes various requirements regarding the definition of environmental targets. For example, the Member States must define measurable goals and associated indicators that allow for monitoring and assessment. They shall also specify the resources needed to achieve the goals, formulate targets with a timescale for their achievement and pay due consideration to social and economic concerns.

*Establishing and Implementing Monitoring Programmes*

The Member States are to establish and implement coordinated monitoring programmes on the basis of the initial assessment by 15 July 2014 for the ongoing assessment of the environmental status, and in accordance with the requirements in the indicative lists in Annexes III and the environmental targets laid down in Article 10 of the MSFD. The monitoring programmes should be compatible within marine regions and build upon the relevant assessment and monitoring provisions laid down in Community legislation and international agreements. Within three months of their establishment, the Member States are required to notify the Commission of their monitoring programmes.
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114 MSFD, Art. 10.
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116 MSFD, Annex IV, Nos. 5, 6 and 9.
117 MSFD, Art. 11(1).
118 Ibid., subparagraph 2.
119 MSFD, Art. 11(3).
Assessment of Preparatory Measures by the Commission

At the end of the preparation phase, Article 12 of the MSFD provides that the Commission will assess the Member States’ determinations of the good environmental status, the environmental targets and the monitoring programmes on the basis of “whether, in the case of each Member State, the elements notified constitute an appropriate framework to meet the requirements of this Directive”. According to Article 12 of the MSFD, the Commission “shall consider the coherence of frameworks within the different marine regions or subregions and across the Community.” The Commission’s reference points appear to be rather vague. Accordingly, Article 12 of the MSFD does not assign the Commission the authority to direct; it can only advise the Member States to adopt modifications that it considers to be necessary.

Programmes of Measures (Development and Entry into Operation)

Member States are required to identify the measures that need to be taken in order to achieve or maintain good environmental status by 2015 at the latest.\(^\text{120}\) In doing so, they must consider the kinds of measures mentioned in Annex VI (e.g., input and output controls, spatial and temporal distribution controls, etc.). They shall also take into account certain relevant measures under Community legislation.\(^\text{121}\) When drawing up the programme of measures, Member States must give due consideration to sustainable development and, “in particular”, to the social and economic impacts of the measures envisaged.\(^\text{122}\) Furthermore, it is explicitly mentioned in the MSFD’s recitals that those measures should be devised on the basis of “precautionary principle and the principles that preventive action should be taken, that environmental damage should, as a priority, be rectified at source and that the polluter should pay”.\(^\text{123}\) Member States should also ensure that measures are cost-effective and technically feasible, and carry out impact assessments, including cost-benefit analyses, prior to the introduction of any new measure.\(^\text{124}\) In addition, programmes of measures must include spatial protection measures, contributing to coherent and representative networks of MPAs.\(^\text{125}\) Member States must notify the Commission and any other affected Member State of their programmes of

\(^{120}\) MSFD, Art. 13(1).

\(^{121}\) MSFD, Art. 13(2).

\(^{122}\) MSFD, Art. 13(3).

\(^{123}\) MSFD, Recitals 27 and 44.

\(^{124}\) MSFD, Art. 13(3).

\(^{125}\) MSFD, Art. 13(4).
measures, within three months of their establishment. Member States must also ensure that the programmes are made operational within one year of their creation (by 2016). The Commission will assess whether the Member States’ programmes constitute an appropriate framework that meets the requirements of the MSFD. As with the determination of good environmental status, as well as environmental targets and monitoring programmes, the Commission only checks for coherence of measures within the different marine regions, across the Community and with the requirements in the MSFD. It may provide “guidance” to the Member States on any modifications it considers necessary.

Where a Member State identifies an issue which has an impact on the environmental status of its marine waters and which cannot be tackled by measures adopted at national level, or an issue which is linked to another Community policy or international agreement, it must inform the Commission accordingly and provide a justification to substantiate its view. The Commission can, “as appropriate”, reflect Member States’ initiatives when presenting legislative proposals to the European Parliament and to the Council. This provision aims at maintaining the existing order of competences, particularly in the areas of fisheries and agricultural policies. The problem is that, in principle, the Community has an exclusive competence in the area of fisheries management and shares competences with Member States in the area of environmental policy. For example, where fishery activities are to be restricted in the interest of marine conservation (for whose protection Member States may be competent or even obliged under Community law), Member States may do so only in accordance with Community fisheries law. In order to safeguard Community competences in the area of fisheries, the MSFD has opted for a cooperative solution.
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128 MSFD, Art. 16.
129 Ibid.
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Exceptions

According to Article 14(1)(a) to (e) of the MSFD, Member States may identify instances where the environmental targets or good environmental status cannot be achieved through measures taken by the Member State or cannot be achieved within the scheduled time. Exceptions are, inter alia, permitted where an action or inaction exists for which the Member State concerned is not responsible, or where natural causes or force majeure hinder the achievement. In addition, they can be justified where “modifications or alterations to the physical characteristics of marine waters brought about by actions taken [by the Member States themselves] for reasons of overriding public interest which outweigh the negative impact on the environment” exist. The latter exception, for example, might apply to the planning and establishment of off-shore wind farms or off-shore gas pipelines which, in turn, may contribute to a reduction of greenhouse gases. The Member State concerned must unambiguously identify such instances in its programme of measures and substantiate its view to the Commission. Nevertheless, the Member States are required to take appropriate ad hoc measures that continue to pursue the environmental targets and prevent further deterioration in the status of the marine waters.

In addition to the exceptions laid down in Article 14(1), Article 14(4) of the MSFD contains a broad “general exception”. In principle, Member States are obliged to adopt all of the preparatory measures and prepare and implement programmes of measures. However, they are not required “to take specific steps where there is no significant risk to the marine environment, or where the costs would be disproportionate (taking account of the risks to the marine environment), and provided that there is no further deterioration.”
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134 MSFD, Art. 14(1)(a) to (d).
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136 Brackets were inserted by the authors. See also MSFD, Recital 30.
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138 MSFD, Art. 14(1) subparagraph 3.
139 Italics have been inserted by the author. For cost reasons, the exception was added because some Member States were of the opinion that the goal of achieving environmental status potentially impinges on the proportionality principle; see Commission of the European Communities, Report from the Commission on subsidiarity and proportionality (15th report on Better Lawmaking, 2007), COM(2008) 586 final, Brussels, 26 September 2008 at 9.
Only the initial assessment is excluded from the general exception. If a Member State decides against taking any measures, it must provide the Commission with the necessary justification to substantiate that decision, “while avoiding that the good environmental status is permanently compromised”. It should be noted that the German and the French version of the Directive refer to “erhebliche Gefahr” or “risque important”, respectively. However, these terms are not necessarily congruent with the English understanding of the legal term “significant risk”; they are likely to refer to different degrees of or potential for damage. More fundamentally, it is unclear what would constitute a “significant risk”. Possible examples could include oil-tanker collisions, submerged WWII bombs, sunken submarines, etc. However, would fish stocks that fall outside of safe biological limits also constitute a significant risk? In addition, it appears to be somewhat contradictory that Article 14(4) requires that “the good environmental status is [not] permanently compromised”, but at the same time demands that “that there is no further deterioration” to the marine environment.\footnote{We thank Dr. Harald Ginzky from the German Federal Environmental Agency for making us aware of this contradiction.} This could mean that the current environmental status has to be maintained while potential measures may be postponed to a later date.

At present, the extent to which the Member States will make use of this opt-out option is unclear. However, the “opt-out potential” of Article 14 is quite substantial and appears to contradict the purpose of the MSDF: thus it has the potential to erode the MSDF’s positive impacts.\footnote{See R. Barnes and D. Metcalfe, \textit{op. cit., supra} note 63 at 82; J. Falke, ‘Neue Entwicklung im Europäischen Umweltrecht’ (2009) \textit{Zeitschrift für Umweltrecht} 505–509.} When the Member States present their programmes of measures—by 2015 at the latest—it will eventually be shown what effect the opt-out clause will have.

\textbf{Public Participation and the Commission’s Reporting Obligations}

Member States must ensure that all interested parties are given early and effective opportunities to participate in the implementation of the Directive.\footnote{MSFD, Art. 19(1).} Therefore, Member States are required to publish a summary of all of the elements of their marine strategies and the related updates and make these available to the public for comment.\footnote{MSFD, Art. 19(2).} In addition, information and data related to the Marine Strategy must also be made available to the Commission and the European Environment Agency.\footnote{MSFD, Art. 19(3).}
The Commission faces extensive reporting duties under the new policy. For instance, it is required to publish a first evaluation report on the implementation of the MSFD within two years of receiving information provided by the Member States on their programmes of measures. Furthermore, the Commission must report on any progress achieved in the establishment of MPAs by 2014.

**Coherence, Coordination, and Harmonisation**

In addition to achieving good environmental status, the MSFD intends to “contribute to coherence between, and aim to ensure the integration of environmental concerns into, the different policies, agreements and legislative measures which have an impact on the marine environment.” The legal framework required for achieving these objectives should provide an overall course of action and ensure that it is “coordinated, consistent and properly integrated with action under other Community legislation and international agreements.” The question arises, however, whether the MSFD’s provisions meet these objectives. Measures that aim to promote coherence, coordination and harmonisation remain nonbinding to a large extent. Although the MSFD requires that the Member States consider existing regulation (duty to aim at consistency) and to coordinate themselves regionally (duty to aim at coordination), it largely fails to provide clear guidance and concrete rules on how to implement these obligations. Accordingly, the policy grants the Commission a more limited advisory mandate for responding to the notifications of Member States made in accordance with Articles 9(2), 10(2) and 11(3), 13(9).

Some concerns remain in terms of implementation. First, for several reasons that are not entirely clear, the Member States seem to have disparate interests regarding the implementation of the MSFD, and, as a result, their willingness to cooperate might suffer. A weak commitment to cooperation, in turn, might substantially undermine the operation of the MSFD. The second implementation issue concerns the coordination of the marine environmental policies with other policy sectors that are primarily governed by the
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Community: it could be problematic that Member States only have the right to draw up initiatives which might not lead to concrete action beyond the national level. If a Member State identifies issues which have an impact on the marine environment and cannot be tackled by adopting national legislation, the only action they can take is to provide supporting information to the appropriate Community organ or international entity in the hope that this cause will be taken up. This criticism is particularly relevant to the areas of fisheries and agricultural policy, as these areas are significant for marine environmental protection. As it stands, the success of the Member States’ environmental initiatives remain under the auspices of the responsible DG of the Commission, the Council in its specific departmental composition, or the competent international body. The question may be raised whether such an approach can help in the near future to overcome those sectoral approaches that the MSFD actually intends to overcome.

Instruments

The MSFD does not introduce any concrete conservation measures at Community or national levels. It only demands that Member States add spatial protection measures to their programmes of measures, which are to be devised according to the list in Annex VI. For instance, these measures are to regulate the extent or quality of human activities or limits of disturbance of ecosystems. Furthermore, Annex VI mentions “measures that influence the where and the when an activity is allowed to occur”. In addition, the MSFD proposes instruments for improving tracing of contamination, as well as for setting economic incentives.

Implementation Requirements

Member States must bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the Directive by 15 July 2010. This means that they integrate the Directive into their national laws and give effect to them. Two points may guide this process. First, the MSFD primarily aims
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at protecting the marine environment. Second, its scope and objectives, structure, and system of indicators closely relate to and must be aligned with those of the WFD and other Directives concerned with fresh water. Both aspects could support the integration of the MSFD into the water laws of the Member States. However, such a code appears to be too complex to handle in practice. Accordingly, the MSFD should be transposed into a stand-alone national marine environmental framework law, which explicitly refers to all of the relevant provisions in the Member State’s water and nature protection and planning codes. Finally, by 15 July 2010, the Member States are required to designate an authority (or more) for each marine region or subregion to implement the MSFD.157

Evaluation

The following two sections will highlight the challenges for implementing the EU’s integrated ocean policies, particularly its most developed environmental pillar, the MSFD. In addition, some critical remarks will be made.

Implementation

The EU and its Member States must surmount several hurdles on their way to an integrated ocean policy, i.e., the EU’s IMP. First, an initial assessment must provide a sufficient and shared understanding of the status of the marine environment, the pressures to which it is exposed, the state of regulation and finally the relevant interests and policy objectives within the different sectors. To this end, Member States must develop a “common language” or a shared “epistemic frame”. This means that scientific concepts for describing the marine environment have to become congruent. This alone creates major difficulties. Looking at the complex set of descriptors and indicators listed in Annexes I, III and IV of the MSFD, Member States face a major challenge in coming up with a coherent implementation concept that makes use of these benchmarks when defining good environmental status and establishing environmental targets, etc. A common understanding of the legal terminology is also required when interpreting the measures set out in the IMP and MSFD. The complexity of the political process has meant that important legal concepts remain vague. For example, the understanding of “significant risk” may differ between Member States.

157 MSFD, Art. 7(1).
To overcome these hurdles, it might be worth assigning the development of descriptors and indicators and specific questions regarding the implementation of the MSFD to a scientific body associated with the Commission. This is usually done within the context of other Community policies that also rely heavily on scientific advice. A second barrier to an integrated oceans policy is the significant number of different legal requirements that exist under EU and international law. It is necessary that the EU and its Member States take into account the wide range of legal concepts and obligations, as well as the substantial and territorial scope of existing legislation (as well as implementation criteria) when implementing the measures set out in the IMP and MSFD. This ultimately requires a coordination of efforts, particularly for actions planned and taken in different sectors. Third, the competence order under (primary) Community law must be respected. Although the Member States decide for themselves what they consider to be good environmental status, some issues can only be regulated at EU level (e.g., fisheries). In that sense, interests may collide and must be balanced appropriately—particularly by the Council—on fisheries and agriculture. Ultimately, establishing scientific concepts and coordinating efforts on a number of different governance levels requires a large amount of good will from Member States and the relevant sectors involved. In the end, it will not be possible for a single Member State or sector to achieve good environmental status by acting alone.

Critical Remarks

It may be argued that IMP and MSFD have achieved very little with respect to the goal of integrating and harmonising existing Community and national law on the protection of the marine environment. At present, the IMP is basically in the process of developing and structuring coordination and communication between sectors. Indeed, the MSFD does not impose any concrete environmental conservation standards or instruments. The objectives, targets, implementation concepts and even assessment criteria remain vague and require further specification during the implementation process. As a result, there is an imminent danger that protection requirements will ultimately vary across the different marine regions. At the same time, provisions that foster
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coherence, coordination and harmonisation, including the Commission’s competences, are underdeveloped. Regarding the integration of different policy areas at the Community level, Member States are merely invited to submit proposals to the Commission and Council to be considered for future legislative action “as appropriate”. For these reasons, it remains to be seen whether the MSFD will, e.g., contribute in the short term to resolving the long-term crisis under the Common Fisheries Policy.\textsuperscript{161} Moreover, even though Member States are required to eventually achieve good environmental status, they have been left a wide margin of discretion regarding their individual level of commitment. This applies to the determination of good environmental status and to the establishment of environmental targets and programmes of measures. In addition, the MSFD has included a number of broadly drafted exceptions in Article 14. Member States are only obligated to act where there is a significant risk to the marine environment. Against this background it seems questionable whether the MSFD goes beyond the scope of the existing conservation requirements in EU and international law. Furthermore, when setting environmental targets and drawing up programmes of measures, Member States are allowed to consider social and economic conditions.\textsuperscript{162} In the light of the sustainability principle anchored in primary law this seems to be appropriate. However, it is to be hoped that the discretionary margin opened up by this provision does not lead to a devaluation of ecological interests.\textsuperscript{163} In addition, the question arises as to whether it would have been appropriate to require that the Member States give greater consideration to the environmental status of the High Seas.\textsuperscript{164} At present, the MSFD does not oblige the Member States, as flag states, underwater-mining nations, and as sources of pollution whose effects are felt far from their origin, to approach the question of High Seas conservation systematically. Finally, the MSFD provisions do not explicitly refer to the precautionary principle as a legal requirement; only the recitals mention that the Member States must base their programmes of measures on the precautionary principle.\textsuperscript{165} Given the substantial knowledge gaps regarding
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\textsuperscript{164} As defined under the LOSC.

\textsuperscript{165} MSFD, Recitals 27 and 44.
the effects of anthropogenic pressures on the marine environment, the omission of this as a requirement is unfortunate.

**Conclusions**

By 15 July 2012 at the latest, the Member States will have prepared their initial assessment, description of good environmental status, the definition of environmental targets and associated indicators, as well as established and implemented a monitoring programme. At present, they are in the process of carrying out the initial assessment, which requires that they examine existing evaluation criteria or develop new ones. The adoption of the criteria and methodological standards for determining good environmental status at Community level may be seen as a first step in this regard. One crucial challenge is to establish consistency among the various methodologies, techniques and evaluation systems that are applicable under the different EU measures. It also seems that the timeframe might be unrealistic, as many Member States doubt that a timely implementation can occur. There is also a lack of data on specific marine regions, and this poses enormous financial and temporal challenges for some Member States.

Realistically, the MSFD must be seen for what it is: “not the end, but rather another step, in an ongoing process of policy evolution […].” The best case is that the MSFD, as a part of the IMP, initiates a dynamic process in the development of an integrated marine management programme. In particular, it likely that the MSFD will play an important role in the development of the methodological standards and assessment criteria. More importantly, given the Member States’ initial unwillingness to adopt a far-reaching directive (which was partly due to the implementation difficulties with the WFD), the MSFD can also be regarded as a promising first step towards an integrated ocean policy. It remains to be seen, however, what the Member States are eventually willing to commit themselves to within their programmes of measures which will be published in 2015.
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